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Welcome 



• Trafford Council’s 24 hour CCTV Control room is part of the 

Partnerships  and Communities Service team and it contributes 

towards the Council’s corporate priority –  

Successful and Thriving Places 

• The service operates 127 Public Realm cameras. 

• Receives income from monitoring motion sensor alarm for 10 

libraries, 5 schools and 3 other sites 

• Handles emergency calls during non-office hours, 7pm to 8am and 

weekends and public holidays, 365 days a year 

• Employs 7 full time CCTV Operators all fully qualified and holding 

Security Industry Authority (SIA) licences; also vetted by GMP Police.  
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Background 



• The Council subsidises the CCTV service to cover its costs -  not 

sustainable in the current economic climate 

• Legislative changes - the team couldn’t develop the business and generate 

more income as site at Stretford police station not industry compliant.  

• Equipment reaching end of natural life and some without manufacturer 

support 

• Maintenance costs were increasing and there was a risk to overall 

resilience of the service  

• Soft market testing exercise undertaken found 

• little interest from the private sector to take over the public realm 

monitoring and no interest in emergency call handling but 

• better understanding of the factors that should be considered in the on-

going provision of public space monitoring  

• and that partnership with another local public CCTV provider was a 

potential way forward  
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The Challenge 
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Approach 

• Identify a public sector partner 

• Conversations commenced with Salford and options appraisal 

developed 

• Review of current infrastructure 

• A full survey and RAG assessment of CCTV cameras, including line of 

sight completed & published on the Info Trafford website.  

• Comprehensive stakeholder engagement with town centre 

partnerships, housing associations, GMP & CCTV operators to review 

camera locations.  

• Crime data overlaid to produce an evidence base for the siting of 

cameras across the borough. 

• A review of all connectivity - fibre/wireless  

Identify funds to update equipment 

• Capital Bid of £320k secured to invest in a camera upgrade, a new 

control room at Salford and a fibre upgrade to ensure connectivity to 

Salford  

 

 



• Development of a joint business proposal with Salford for a co-located 

and/or integrated model of working, agreed by both Authorities 

• A independent feasibility study completed to inform our camera & 

control room upgrade and migration to Salford  

• A contract between Salford and Trafford developed  

• Staff consultation undertaken in both Authorities with outcomes shared 

with staff, including the development of a new rota 

• Sharing of technical and frontline supervisory support and contract 

management between Salford and Trafford   

• Procurement exercise completed for upgrade - contract awarded to 

Open View.  Work commenced 6th October and was completed by 

18th December. Final sign off early Jan 2018 

• Handover documentation developed for staff co-location  

• Coordination activities with key partners to ensure smooth transition 

e.g. GMP 
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Key Project Activity 



• Camera prioritisation list created to manage the upgrade & switch 

over to Salford to ensure that any critical cameras continue to be 

monitored 

• 82 cameras replaced  

• 27 cameras decommissioned, 23 switched from analogue to IP 

and new sites identified 

• A new fibre line to Salford implemented. A number of units 

reconfigured to minimise costs across the network 

• A review of the third party camera and alarm systems networks 

and associated software in order to provide a better more 

responsive service 

• Staff successfully relocated as of 27th Nov 2017 

• Camera switch out completed by 15th December 
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What has the upgrade involved 



• Joint procurement of maintenance contracts based on a buy-

in engineer time agreement  

•  saves money and provides a more flexible service 

• Mapping means that we are confident that our cameras are 

situated in the right places moving forward  

• Improved quality footage to assist in crime prevention 

• Improved service resilience with a round the clock, 365 days 

of the year service maintained 

• Future proofed technology with standardised systems and 

software 

• Improved management information to support our Crime and 

Community Safety strategy 
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Benefits 
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Night time Before and After… 
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Daytime Before and After… 
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Case study 

robbery Altringham 3 males arrested  

extremely 

helpful and 

professional  

patrolling the cameras at 

00:30 and noticed 2 males  

observations were passed for a male 

suspect following an attempted rape 

We have a number of cases that are due 

to go to court and a number in progress, 

most of these cases have been caught 

on the network and we wouldn’t be able 

to progress any of these cases without 

the support your team has given us 

persistence to search in the dark for the 

perpetrators and then locating them… 



An annual revenue saving of £54,918 has been achieved by: 

• Rationalisation of camera stock from 123 public realm cameras to 101 

cameras and removal of all 10  help points 

• CCTV Fibre Connections - reduced 

• CCTV Wireless Connections – reduced  

• Alarm Monitoring Software Contract – termination of contract and 

replacement with free software 

• Maintenance Contract  – termination of a ‘fixed fee’ and poor performing 

contractor,  replaced  with a ‘pay as you go’ contract using pre-determined 

fees for each type of maintenance activity.   
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CCTV – Annual Revenue Savings 



• Business development & communications plans under development to 

promote the Partnership and attract new business 

• Created a joint marketing brochure and joint pricing structures 

• Joint market analysis to understand the potential for business growth. 

Focus on schools, TMBC estate and Businesses 

• Salford and Trafford will jointly market the service across GM 

including approaches to PCC and GMFRS 

• Now providing a lone working support service to Amey staff working 

out of hours generating additional income 

• Consider further integration opportunities with Salford to create a single 

service, with associated staff and other efficiencies; creating a new rota 

• Development of further proposals to provide additional camera cover 

and reduce fibre cost via WIFI network for Phase 2.  

• Renewed contract for further three years 
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What next Phase 2 



The level of technical knowledge that was required by the project team  

• It was essential to have direct access to highly developed technical 

knowledge; enabling us to assess the specifications and performance of 

our external contractors and supply chain.  

• The need for accurate ‘as is’ technical specifications and equipment logs. 

The nature of Trafford’s multiple and archaic systems meant that our 

technical installation works were hampered by the uncertainty of 

equipment and the lack of data we held on the routing of CCTV images.   

 Developing joint working and managing stakeholders 

• Negotiations with Staff, Unions and Partners were very delicate. This took 

time and required open and honest communication and sign off at both 

Corporate and Political level.  

 Don’t forget the importance of bringing staff with you on the journey 

or the need to build a trusting relationship with partner organisations. 
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Lessons learnt 


